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Google’s Gmail tweak broke some of the most popular features of my Better Gmail 2 Firefox extension this week, including Folders4Gmail and Hide Spam Count. Thanks to the quick work of Arend v. Reinersdorff, the problems have been solved. If you’re a Better Gmail 2 user and your tags aren’t collapsing properly or your spam count shows when it
shouldn’t, press the “Find Updates” button in the Firefox Add-ons dialog to get the fix, or download the latest version directly from Mozilla Add-ons. Thank you for your patience and for using the extension. As always, news and discussions about the whole series of Better extensions are always posted on the mailing list. If you don’t know someone who
has a Gmail account and you want one of your own, request an invitation to the Gmail spooler. The Gmail Invite Spooler collects Gmail Invitations from those who have extras and distributes them to those who want a free 1 gigabyte Gmail account. Much more demanding supply – over 1.5 million invitations are available. (Remember, a Gmail account
is not just email – it can be used as an “internet hard disk” for storing files and accessing them from different computers.) Thank you. Mark! Update: Gmail now offers 2 gigabytes of free space. Update: The Gmail Spooler is no longer available. Invitations can be at bytetest.com. Gmail spool [Isnoop via Google Weblog] Related: Gmail Drive shell
extension This article is an excerpt from the upcoming book ExtremeTech Hacking Gmail. This feature takes gmail beyond ordinary email and fashion to perform various activities. Also, check out our previous Gmail Hacking feature: “Gmail Power Tips”.By using Gmail as a To-Do ListAround at the same time that Gmail was launched, the tech world
has created a fashion to be really, really organized.. To-do lists are stylish accessory for any self-respecting geek, and of course, Gmail can be modeled into an excellent tool for such things. Using Filters The first way to make lists to do is to use multiple addresses and filters. The plus address function, as you will remember from our previous Gmail
function, is the one where you can add a plus sign (+) and then any string to your gmail address without making any difference. For example: Ben.Hammersley+fanmail@gmail.com is exactly the same as Ben.Hammersley@gmail.com, or Ben.Hammersley+hatemail@gmail.com, or Ben.Hammersley+dinner_invitations@gmail.com, or whatever. They
will all be delivered to my address, no matter what you put after the plus sign. However, you can set the filters on the address and push specific ones into specific labels. Figure 14-1 shows a filter set to do just that by sending ben.hammersley+everything@gmail.com to the “Everything” label. Figure 14-1 What is the Well, it's easy to send emails,
whether you're sitting at your main machine, or using a mobile device, and so you can send new list items to do to your gmail account with a few simple keys. place the object to do in the subject line, and you can have a screen screenvery similar to Figure 14-2 – showing the label index “Todo”, now passing the must as a very useful list to do in itself.
Go on. Figure 14-2 Gmail is already a fairly airtight email service without need for customization. But if you feel like there was something left to want, there are some hidden features - and Chrome extensions - to make Gmail even better. Using Tastiera shortcuts keyboard are designed to make your life easier, creating key combinations to complete
some of the most used actions within a service. A lot of Google products offer keyboard shortcuts including Google Docs, Sheets, Chrome and Gmail. While some of the shortcuts of the Gmail keyboard work by default, you need to enable a setting to get full access to all of them. From the Gmail mailbox on the web, click the Settings cog and then select
the "Settings" button. From the General tab, scroll down to the labeled “Keyboard Shortcuts” section and click the button next to “Keyboard Shortcuts on.” Scroll down the menu and click “Save Changes” before returning to your inbox. You can view a list of some of the most common keyboard shortcuts from How-to Geek school by Gmail. A complete
list of Gmail keyboard shortcuts is available on the Google support page. RELATED: Multiple accounts, keyboard shortcuts and remote signal customize Gmail shortcuts If you like to customize keyboard shortcuts to work exactly as you want, Gmail allows you to tie virtually any shortcut to your pleasure. This setting is hidden by default, but you can
enable it in the Gmail settings. To enable custom keyboard shortcuts, open Settings, click on the tab “Advanced”, scroll down until you see “Custom Tasting Keyboard” and click the button next to “Enabled.” Scroll all the way down and click the “Save Changes” button. After loading the page, return to Settings where a new tab “Keyboard Shortcuts”
allows you to see and edit all keyboard shortcuts available in Gmail. Use the email preview box This feature allows a preview pane within the Gmail mailbox that allows you to read an email side by side with the message list. From the Gmail mailbox, click the Settings cog, and then click the "Settings" button. Click on the "Next" tab, scroll down until
you see the "Preview Bread" section and click the button next to "Enable". Save the changes, and when you return to the mailbox, click the Preview iconand choose a vertical or horizontal division to view messages. After clicking on a message, it will appear on the lower or right side of the message list, depending on whether you choose horizontal or
vertical. Experimental access to the functionality is a subtle experience to the things that will come to Gmail in the future. You can take these for a ride and give feedback to Google. You are essentially a beta tester for the coming Gmail functionality on which Google is currently working. The experimental characteristics are in progress and should be
treated as such. They are still being developed, may contain bugs and may be removed without notice. From the General tab in Settings, scroll down until you see the “Sperimentical Access” section and check the box next to the “neable Experimental Access” option. Scroll to the bottom and click on â€ "Changes to give" to apply experimental access
before returning to your inbox. Open to track time a lot, when a company sends you an email, incorporate a small monitoring image of the size of a single pixel along with it. When you open the email, Gmail requires the image, which is unique for each email. The sender can then see when the email and general location was opened based on your IP
address. If you do not want Gmail to upload these images at any time open an email, you can disable the automatic upload of the image from the settings of your mailbox. In Gmail, head to Settings> General. To the right of the â€ œImagesâ € section, select â€ "Before displaying external images. Scroll to the bottom of the page and save the changes.
If you receive an email containing images, Gmail will require you at the top of each email. Remember, if you chose to disable automatic image downloads, people can still see opening their email if you choose to view pictures after opening an email. Install the chromed extensions to make Gmail better, we generally do not recommend using many
browser extensions because they can be a privacy nightmare. However, it is difficult to resist extensions that can significantly improve things for you. We have checked all these extensions ourselves, tense them, looking at their reputations among users and favoring extensions that make their public source code when it is possible. However, you
should learn... how to make sure that the chrome extensions are safe before using them and using them with graduation. There are extensions that allow you to perfectly send encrypted messages, enable an activity management service that organizes all your emails and activities directly from your Gmail email box and more. Take a look at the list of
extensions we have compiled best. the best chromed extensions for making Gmail better by adding someone as contact with your Gmail account, you can quickly find the contact details of that person to send them an email. You can save someone as a contact whether you have or have not received any email from them. In case you don't already know,
Google uses a universal contact system. This means that the contacts you add to Gmail become available on allyour devices that sync with your Google Account. This can include your desktop computers and even mobile devices like iPhone, iPad and Android. Also, know that Gmail automatically adds people to your contact list when you send them an
email. You don’t have to add these people to your contact list again, as they are already there. Add a contact from a received email if you have never received Email From the person you want to save as a contact, you can add that person to the contact list without manually entering their details. This is because Gmail already has their name and email
address. To add a contact to Gmail in this scenario, first start the Gmail site in your Web Browser on your Windows, Mac, Chromebook or Linux computer. Login to your Gmail account if you haven't already. When Gmail uploads, find and open the email from the person you want to add to your contacts. In the email window, bypass the cursor on the
email sender name to allow Gmail Open a menu. From the menu to which it opens, select â€ œmore info.Â € Gmail will open a new contact pane to the right of the email interface. In the upper right corner of this pane, click “Add to contacts “Icon of a person with a plus sign) to add contact to your Gmail. Gmail will add your selected contact to your
account and view a message â€ œAdd "in the bottom of the pane. If you like to quickly change the contact you just added, click â€ œ Contact â€ (a pencil icon) in the top right corner of the contact pane. This will open the Google Contacts website in a new tab of your web browser where you can change the contact. And this is how you quickly add
someone as contact with your Gmail account! Manually adding a contact to Gmail another way to add a contact to Gmail is to manually enter the contact details in your Gmail account. You should use this method if you have never received an email from the person. To proceed with this method, start the Gmail site in a web browser on your Windows,
Mac or Linux computer. On the Gmail site, from the top right corner, select “Google apps” (a rectangle made of nine points). From the "Google apps" menu, click "contacts" to open the Google Contacts website in a new tab of your browser and view your current Gmail contact list. On the Google Contacts site that opens, from the menu to the left,
select Create Contact> Create a contact. Tip: If you like to add more contacts at once, click Create Contact> Create multiple contacts instead. Google contacts will open a window â€ œCreate New Contactâ€. Here, fill out the details for the contact you want to add. For example, click the field “IRSTST” and enter the name of the person, select â€
œmailâ€ and enter the email address of the person and so on. When you have entered all the details you want to save, click “Save” in the lower right corner of the window “Create New Contact” of the window. A message that says "As created contact" will appear at the bottom of the Google Contacts website. This confirms that your contact has been
added withto your Gmail account. Add contacts to Gmail from iPhone, iPad or Android since Gmail uses a universal contact system, you can add your Gmail account (Google) to your iPhone, iPad or Android Phone and use your default phone contacts to add contacts to Gmail. As mentioned above, you just have to addcontact on one device, and
automatically syncs to all other devices using the same Gmail account. For steps on how to do this, check out our comprehensive guide on adding contacts to Gmail from an iPhone, iPad, or Android phone. Delete a contact from Gmail If you no longer want to keep a contact in your account, you can do so from any device linked to your Google account,
including your desktop computer and mobile device. Here, we’ll show you how to delete a contact using the Gmail web interface. Start by launching the Google Contacts site in a web browser on your Windows, Mac, Chromebook or Linux computer. On the Google Contacts site, select “Contacts” in the left sidebar. On the Contacts screen, click the
Search box at the top and type the name of the contact you want to remove. Alternatively, select a contact from the list on the screen. A window will open with the details of your contact selected in it. In the upper right corner of this window, click on the three dots and select “Delete” from the menu. You will receive a “Delete this Contact” prompt.
Click on “Delete.” Google will remove the selected contact and a message saying “Contact Deleted” will appear at the bottom of the site. And you’re all ready. While you’re at it, why not learn how to add a contact to what app is if you use this instant messaging app? RELATED: How to add a contact in WhatsApp
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